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Abstract
Nanoparticle materials are important because they exhibit unique properties due to size

effects, quantum tunneling, and quantum confinement. As particle sizes are reduced to the
manometer scale, presence of vacancy clusters is expected to affect properties of nanomaterials A
combination of positron lifetime spectroscopy, which tells size of vacancy clusters, and
coincidence Doppler broadening of anihilation radiation, which tell where vacancy clusters are
located was used to study defect structures on nanomaterials of Au nanoparticles embedded in
MgO. Vacancy clusters were found on the surfaces of Au nanoparticles.

When the packing density between multilevel interconnects in microelectronic devices
increases, a low dielectric constant material is needed to minimize RC delay. Porous oxide films
are some of these new low-k materials that have been actively studied by the microelectronics
industry. An ideal porous material would consist of a network of closed, small pores with narrow
size distribution. However, large and interconnected pores, so called "killer pores", result in high
current leakage and poor mechanical strength. Clearly, characterization and understanding of pore
size and interconnectivity are important to optimize the design of porous materials. Using positron
beam, we have found that pore percolation in porous methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) films strongly
depends on the molecular mass of pore generators.

Keywords: Nanoparticles, Vacancy, Positron lifetime spectroscopy, Coincidence Doppler
broadening, Ultra low-k, pore interconnectivity, Porous methyl-slisesquioxane (MSQ) films.

1. Nanoparticle Materials
As sizes of embedded particles are reduced to the anometer scale, the surface-to-bulk ratio
increases significantly. Therefore, surface effects can dominate bulk properties and an
understanding of nanosurfaces becomes important. In this chapter, we discuss characterization of
vacancy clusters that reside on surfaces of embedded nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles embedded
in MgO are of importance because of their unique optical and electronic properties 1-31 A long-
standing goal is to produce a size-tight network of metallic nanoparticles in an oxide matrix with
minimized imperfections. Ion implantation and sequential annealing are being used as a means to
achieve this goal 4]. Noticeably, creation of vacancy clusters and their various combinations are
often associated with the nanoparticle formation processes. Also unavoidably, these vacancy
clusters are expected to interact with embedded nanoparticles and alter the properties of nano
systems.

The new spectroscopic method for characterization of surface vacancy clusters is a
combination of positron lifetime spectroscopy, which tells size of vacancy clusters, and
coincidence Doppler broadening of annihilation radiation, which tell where vacancy clusters are
located. If these clusters are located on the surface of gold nanoparticles, namely the interface
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between the particle and host matrix, the surroundings of the clusters should include both particle
atoms and the matrix atoms. Doppler broadening of annihilation radiation (DBAR) with two-
detector coincidence should be able to reveal these atomic constituents, and therefore elucidate the
location of vacancy clusters.

1.1 Vacancy clusters
Experimental description can be found in [5, 61 A brief description of generation of

iianoparticles is as following two steps: (1) MgO 100) single crystals were implanted with 11
6 2MeVgoldionsatadoseof6xlO' Aulons/cm. . The depth profiles of the gold concentration were

measured by Rutherford back-scattering spectroscopy (RBS), using 23 MeV a particles. This
shows that the Au implants are primarily located in the range of 0 16-0.4 �Lrn, while MgO remains
crystalline after implantation. 2 The implanted MgO crystals were annealed at 1200'C in an
Ar+02 (5%) or Ar+H2 (5%) atmosphere for I hours. Cross-section tunneling electron microscopy
(XTEM) of these samples shows that rectangular Au metal nanoparticles are distributed in a size
range of 05-7 anometer with a peak population at 12 nni, as shown in Fig. .

Figure 2 shows the positron lifetime spectra for MgO (open circles), Au-implanted MgO
(crosses) and Au nanoparticles embedded in MgO (solid circles). These spectra were deconvoluted
using Laplace inversion [CONTIN, 71 into the probability density functions (pdf) as a function of
positron lifetime. The insert of Fig. 2 shows the pdf spectra for the MgO samples accordingly. The
positron lifetime components obtained for the MgO layer are 022+0.04) ns with 89±3%)

ibution and 0.59 0.07) ns with (I 1±3%) contribution, For Au-imp anted sample without
annealing, the major lifetime component increases to 032 ns. For Au nanoparticle-embedded
MgO, lifetime components are 0.41±0.08) ns at 90%) and (1.8:-L0.3) ns at 7%).

Figure 1. Cross section TEM image
of Au nanoparticles embedded in
"go

The positron lifetimes for different defects in MgO are calculated using Puska and co-
workers' insulator model. n this model, the annihilation rates are determined by the positron
density overlapping with the enhanced electron density that is proportional to the atomic
polarizability of MgO [8 9 Based on comparison between experimental value and calculated
value, the positron lifetime of the embedded Au nanoparticle layer, 041 ns, suggests that positrons
is predominantly trapped in clusters consisting two Mg vacancies and two vacancies. These
specific four vacancy clusters are referred as "V4". It is believed that the disturbance of the possible
Au atoms near vacancy clusters on the electron density of the clusters is small and therefore was
not considered in this calculation. The main component of the MgO layer, 022 ns, is due to
positrons trapped at single vacancies of MgO (vl). The vacancy cluster sizes for the longer
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positron lifetimes are not calculated. They are estimated to be micro void in sub-nanometer
dimension.

0 M 0

C + -implanted M0 Fig. 2 Probability densityfunctions
dfi as a function of positron lifetime,nanos in MgO (P

5 + resulting from Laplace inversion
C i 0C
:3 , +� (CONTIN) of lifetime spectra (Insert)U. 0

4 - 0 1 for MgO (open circles), Au-implanted- 5 I 
'FA . (P i + MgO (crosses) and Au nanoparticlesC :� � 11141i,
(D 3 -0. ; � embedded in MgO (solid circles).
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1.2 Coincidence Doppler Broadening
After detecting V4 sites in the implanted MgO, the next task is to determine whether they

lie in the matrix or at the nanciparticle surfaces. If these clusters are located on the surface of gold
nanoparticles, namely the interface between the particle and host matrix, the surroundings of the
clusters should include both particle atoms and the matrix atoms. Doppler broadening of
annihilation radiation (DBAR) with two-detector coincidence should be able to reveal these
atomic constituents, and therefore elucidate the location of vacancy clusters. 2D- DBAR has been
measured using a system similar to that developed by Asoka-Kumar and Lynn 10]. Figure 3
(left) shows the two dimensional data, while Fig. 3 (right) shows the normalized ratio as a function
of photon energy for Au nanoparticle (solid circles) and MgO layers (open circles). In the high-
energy range > 513 keV), the spectrum for Au nanoparticle layer shows two enhanced bands at
514.3 keV and 518.5 keV. These bands are dramatically different from that of the MgO layers,
-where normalized intensity is flat above the silicon. The difference is largely attributed to the
surrounding Au atoms of the defects since the Au nanoparticle is different for the two
environments. To confirm that the difference is due to the Au atoms, we measure the Doppler
broadening spectrum for a pure Au film, shown as the solid line in Fig. 4(right). The Si-
-normalized spectrum for Au film also shows two main enhanced bands: 514.3 keV and 518.5 keV.
This is consistent with the features of Au films observed in Myler and co-workers' work [I I], in
,which Au annihilation line was also normalized by that of perfect Si. There are a high degree of
similarity between the Au films structures and the Au nanoparticle layer. This supports the
interpretation that the positrons, trapped at the V4 sites (as we know it from lifetime spectra),
annihilate with the electrons associated with Au nanoparticles. Of course, the defects'
-environment includes the MgO matrix, which also contributes to the energy deviation spectrum. It
is concluded that vacancy sites where positrons are trapped are located in the Au nano surfaces.
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Figure 3 (left) Two-dimensional spectrum qf annihilation radiation ofpositrons itjected into a p-Si (I 00), with -
cm. The diagonalfeature indicates the condition of EI+E2=1.022 MeV; (right) Normalized annihilation lines as 
function qfphoton energyforAu nanoparticle layer (solidcircles), MgO layer (open circles), andAufilm (solidline)

1.3 Quantum dot-anti dot coupling

Based on both positron lifetime spectroscopy, which shows V4 clusters as positron traps,

and coincidence Doppler broadening spectroscopy, which shows an Au environment of the

trapped positrons, we propose the model that Au nanoparticles are partially surrounded by 4

defects as they are embedded in the MgO. Positrons remain trapped in the clusters of four atomic

vacancies which yield the V4 lifetime. However, when the trapped positrons annihilate with

surrounding Au electrons, annihilation momentum structure reflects the Au atoms, as well as the

surrounding MgO.

Sub-nanometer vacancy clusters are a special group of quantum anti-dots that have a

localized electronic structure. A great deal of literature has been accumulated on "anti-dot" or

quantum void systems in semi-conductor or metal-oxide thin films 12]. When anti-dots are

attached to the nanoparticles, as suggested by the positron analysis, electrons in the particles are

transferred to a localized state of the vacancy clusters, reducing the electron density, n. The

surface plasmon resonant frequency, cosp� is determined in the first order by electron density.

Therefore the frequency decreases according with the decrease of the electron density in the

nanoparticles.

Electronic transfer from Au nanoparticles to vacancy clusters depends on the relative

positions of the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) of the metallic nanoparticles and the localized

states of the vacancy clusters. Figure 4 schematically shows the density of states diagram for the

interface between a metallic nanoparticle and MgO matrix in the presence of vacancy clusters. The

bottom of the MgO conduction band is 13 eV below the vacuum level with a 7.8-eV gap to the

top of valance band 13]. The partially occupied 6sp orbital of Au metal is 46 eV below the

vacuum level and the fully occupied band of 5d electrons is 63 eV below the vacuum level 4].

If Au is present as nanoparticles, these energy levels are found by photon emission spectroscopy

to depend on the size of the particle [15, 161. For 12 nni Au cubic particles, the 6sp electron

energy is shifted by 09 eV toward the vacuum level and 5d electrons shift 04 eV similarly, as

shown in the figure. For electron transfer from the Au particles to the V4 clusters, our data suggest

that the V4 localized-state should be 26 eV higher than that of an F center, an oxygen vacancy
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occupied by two electrons. This suggestion is qualitatively consistent with an early finding that F,
centers produce an energy level higher than that of F centers 17]. It is clear that more
measurements and theoretical calculation are needed to evaluate localized states of the vacancy
clusters and Au nanoparticle energy levels as a function of particle size.

Elecfronic Match
Vacuum level 0 eV Figure 4 Schematic diagram of the

energy band structurefor the interface
CB . ..... ... between Au nanoparticles and MgO

with various defects. For comparison,
anti-dot energydiagramfor Au metal is alsoHOMO.
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2. Nanopore Materials-Ultra Low k
A typical advanced nanopore material is porous oxides or polymers that have ultra low

dielectric constant (k < 2 Ultra low-k is significant in producing high speed electronic devices
such as the interconnect structure shown in Figure 8. S102, which has a dielectric constant of about
4, is currently used as dielectric material between interconnects in most microelectronic devices.
When the packing density between multilevel interconnects increases, a low dielectric constant
material is needed to minimize RC delay. By taking advantage of the low dielectric constant of the
air (-I) and introducing pores into a dielectric material, the dielectric constant can be effectively
reduced to less than 20. This approach has initiated a major effort in semiconductor interconnect
research and development [18, 19]. Porous methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) films are some of these
new low-k materials that have been actively studied by the microelectronics industry. For example,
it has been shown that porous MSQ films can have a dielectric constant as low as k1.5 with 50%
polymer loadings and still have high breakdown voltages r201.

Figure 5. Schematics of a typical
interconnect used in advanced
electronic devices. Note that low-k
material is between Cu electrodes.

Therridl Ade
Si

An ideal porous material would consist of a network of closed, small pores with narrow size
distribution. However, when the loading of pore generator is high, large and interconnected pores,
so called "killer pores" may be generated, resulting in high current leakage and poor mechanical
strength. Clearly, characterization and understanding of pore size and interconnectivity are
important to optimize the design of porous materials. Positron annihilation spectroscopy has
unique advantages for characterizing pores because ortho-positronium (o-Ps) a positron-electron
pair with spin state of 1, is preferentially formed and trapped in the pores. Its subsequent
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annihilation photons carry characteristics that are associated with pore structures. Recently,
positron annihilation spectroscopy has been used to characterize pore structures of low-k films 2 -
26]. In this chapter, we discuss studies of porosity and interconnectivity of pores in porous MSQ
films by measuring o-Ps 3y emission and o-Ps lifetimes. The results clearly show that pore
percolation in the films strongly depends on the characteristics of the polymers and provide a
direction in developing the ideal low-k films.

Porosity in the films is introduced by mixing methyl-silsesquioxane (MSQ) with a triblock
copolymer (porogen), followed by spin coating on a Si(100) substrate and subsequent thermal
curing and decomposition of the porogen. Various poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene oxide-b-
ethylene oxide) (PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO) triblock copolymers were used as porogen and obtained
from BASF (Pluronic� P103, P105, F38, and F88) 271. The polymers are in the form of either
paste or solid with various relative molecular masses, and ethylene oxide mass fractions, as
described in Table 1. The loading of the porogen was 30% by weight. The thickness of the samples
was approximately 06 �tm. The mixture was cured by heating at 120'C after spin coating. The
porogen was decomposed during subsequent annealing at temperature of 500 'C, leaving pores in
MSQ matrix. The dielectric constants of these films were around 20.

2.1 Ps Out diffusion- Interconnectivity ofpores
When monoenergetic positrons inject into a porous MSQ film, they are quickly

thermallyzed and distributed around a depth that is determined by the positron incident energy.
Both thermal and non-thermal positrons diffuse in films, some of which form positronium being
trapped in pores. If pores in the MSQ films are interconnected, an open-channel results. If the
open channel ends at the surface, o-Ps can diffuse from the film into vacuum through the channel.
Based on Ps diffusion in pores, the deeper the Ps is formed, the longer is its diffusion path, the
greater the chance it annihilates into 2y via collision with the wall of the channel, and the yield of
37 annihilation events is lower. Such a decrease of 37 yield as a function of depth constitutes a
mean to measure the diffusion length and therefore to elucidate the pore interconnectivity.

2.5 - Figure 6 The
44.6, "F38/MSSQ profiles of

4,+0 0 ,P105IMS50 relative 3yo-Ps
2.0 4,00ooo + 0P103IM550 fraction as a00 +
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004 &FGG/MSSQ
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0+ energy,0+6
0+9 representing a
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Figure 6 shows relative 37 -Ps fraction as a function of positron energy, or depth from the
surface. At the surface, the 37 -Ps fraction was approximately 1.5 for all films, which is attributed
to o-Ps formation at the MSQ surface. In the porous layers, represented by positron energy below
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- 45 keV, large fractions profiles were found dependent on molecular weight of porogen generally.
At higher incident energies, the o-Ps emission yield was also zero because the positrons were
implanted deeper into the Si substrate, where there were no pores. Two main features are displayed
in all profiles: the first is the increase of o-Ps fraction as the depth increases in the near surface
region. This feature is believed due to the profile of o-Ps formed initially. Originally, the near
surface positrons may re-emit into the vacuum and so their resulting o-Ps is low there. The second
feature is the decrease of o-Ps fraction as a function of depth. This fits into the Ps out diffusion
model. The depth-profiles of these 3y o-Ps fractions depend on the type of porogens initially used
for pore generation.

These 37 o-Ps fraction profiles were analyzed in similar to the models used for Ps diffusion in
ice 28], and for Ps diffusion in low-k films 24]. In the previous models, the intial positron
deposion profile is an exponential function with respect to the depth. Athough an analog
expression of the out diffusion probability can be given by the exponential, the deposition profile
is hardly believed to be exponential. In the analysis, a Makhovian distribution was used to
represent the ntial positron deposition profile.

The diffusion lengths of o-Ps, listed in Table 1, depend on molecular weights of porogens. For
F88/MSQ film, the diffusion length is 330 rm, the shortest among the group, suggesting a low
degree of interconnectivity of pores. For other films, diffusion lengths are long, 750-1330 nm),
longer than the film thicknesses, suggesting a high interconnectivity of pores for these films. It is
noted that the parameters obtained by the fitting may vary with the models used. However, their
relative variation with respect to molecular weight of porogens is still valid.

2.2 Positronium lifetime spectroscopy _
o-Ps trapped in pores can annihilate mainly versus collisions with pore wall and then o-Ps

lifetime reveals the collision frequency and elucidate pore size. If o-Ps escape into the vacuum via
interconnected open pores, the lifetime is the characteristic o-Ps vacuum lifetime, 142 ns.
Therefore the intensity of the 142-ns component povides the degree of nterconnectivity.

Figure 7 Positron
annihilation lifetimeP103/MSO
spectraforporous

F88/M SO
MSQfilms generated

P 1 5/MSQ
I 000 by mixing MSQfilm

0 F38/MSQ with different triblock

C MS0 copolymers: PI 03,
Q F88, PI 05, and F38 A
0 a 0 0-

spectrum for non-

% porous MSQ is listed
for comparison. [261

0 5 1 0 0 1 5 

Time (ns)

The porous MSQ films were evaluated using positronium lifetime spectroscopy. Figure 7 shows
positron lifetime spectra for the porous MSQ films with positron energy of 33 keV. This energy
corresponds to a mean depth of approximately 340 nin, which is roughly the center of the films.
Fitting of the lifetime spectra shows that the pore component of the lifetime spectra varies with
type of porogen, as shown in Table 1. In addition, a long-lived component with lifetime nearly
equal to the vacuum o-Ps lifetime, 142 ns, was observed for porogen F88 with a fraction about 4%.
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The true fraction of this component is believed to be larger than the measured value because the
gamma-ray collimator may block the photons emitted from the vacuum o-Ps. For comparison,
Figure 3 also shows a positron lifetime spectrum of MSQ film without pores generated. The main
positron component is 47 ns, attributed to native free volumes of the non-porous NISQ film.

For subnanometer free volumes, the Tao model 29] is conventionally used to relate positron
lifetimes to free volume sizes. For anometer pores as studied here, Gidley's model 21, 22] was
used to relate the positron lifetimes to pore sizes. The 47 ns lifetime for the F88 copolymer-
generated porous film yields a pore size of 37 nm in diameter, if the pores are assumed to be a
closed sphere, while the 54 ns lifetime for the PI 03 copolymer-generated film corresponds to size
of 43 nm diameter pores. It is pointed out that more future work is needed to relate positronium
lifetimes and pore sizes, especially for uncapped films since positronium lifetimes of those
samples include both contributions from closed pores and open pores.

porogen molecul PEO mass Lps(mn) -c ns)
ar rf nss fi-action � � I-In I IL

RR 11400 80% IV 47

P105 6500 50% 750 4"

P103 4950 30% I 1900 154 1
F18 4700 R(% I 1330 51

Table 1. Molecular mass, PEO mass fraction, o-Ps diffusion length (Lp,),
pore lifetime (uncapped), and pore lifetime (capped) for porous MSQ
films templated with various porogens.

1.3 Dependence on molecular weight ofporogen
For the porous MSQ film ternplated by F88 triblock copolymer porogen, which has the largest

molecular mass in the samples studied, the positronium diffusion length was found to be the
shortest and the pore size is the smallest. This result suggests that the pores in porous MSQ films
generated with this larger molecular-mass polymer are smaller and more closed. For P 103 porogen,
which has a low ethylene oxide fraction and light molecular mass, positron diffusion length was
long and o-Ps lifetime was long. This indicates that pores are large and interconnected.

Since it is difficult to avoid pore interconnection at a high loading of pore generators,
understanding of the relationship between polymers and pore structures are important to control
the pore generation. PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO triblock copolymers are random coils in the solution of
MSQ precursors and form a closed core-shell structure during curing at 120T. 201 The PPO
block resides next to the hydrophobic MSQ surface as a shell to minimize interfacial energy, while
the hydrophilic PEO block is buried inside as a core. After subsequent heating at 500'C, the
polymers are decomposed, leaving pores behind in the matrix. The rapid formation of core-shell
structure depends on the chain mobility of PPO and PEO blocks, which in turn determines the pore
size and its percolation. Shorter polymer chains, such as F38, are more mobile and therefore likely
to form larger core-shell domains and to be percolated. The larger pore size and longer ci-Ps
diffusion length for the F38/MSQ film compared to those of the F88/NlSQ film are consistent to
the assumption. Solid state NMR shows that PEO blocks is predominantly crystallized in the bulk
block copolymers and less mobile than the PPO block r2O, 30]. Polymers with higher PEO wt%
are more restricted to form a larger core-shell domains, thus each domain is more isolated, similar
to the effect of higher molecular weight. The larger nterconnectivity in the P103/MSQ films
seems to be related to both the smaller molecular weight and the smaller PEO wt%.
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